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MASTERYLEARNING AND PLATO

I. Introduction

Sometimes it seemsas though, in spite of all '

the dioveries made by psychologists in the, past
.

two generations that have application to the
processes of education, in too many places edu-
cation is still coasting along on traditional
rule-of-thumb methods.1

P4rcival Symonds wrote this in. 1964, and it is still an

ap4ropriate jyagmint a decade later. So much of what

goes on' in the classroom has not had.the benefit of

proven learning principles. Many good teachers continue

to use methods which may be comfortable to them rather

than helpful to their students' learning. Poor teachers

do not take any learning principles into account and

usually spend most of their clasi time "lecturing at"

students rather than involving them in the learning

process.

There is also growing evidence that a "student's

inability to meet the school's learning requirements tends

to cause the development of a negative self-concept in

minimally the academic nrean2 and that there is a positive

correlation between repeated academic failure and a

student's inntility to adjust socially.

Two innuv2tive contribution3 to education may indeed

-11
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provides the breakthrough necessary to establish more

thorough and enjoyable learning experiences for students.

These contributions are the application of the concept

of "mastery learning"3 and the use of PLATO,
4

the .

sophisticated computer-baied education system.

This racticum seeks to demonstrate that computer-based

instruction which follows mastery learning principles

will facilitate student :learning -and foster positive
o

student attitudes towards learning.

Ii. Background and Signiicanen

Mastery Learning: Definition

.
Mastery learning advocates propose that nearly all

students can master the, instruction they receive. In

most conventional aeaining situations about ones- fourth

of-the students achieve at high levels, but under mastery'

learning more than three-fourths'of.the students can

achieve at the same high. levels. Students Can achieve

morein less time under mastery learning, and.such

achievement increasesAtudent interest in the subject

and positively influenctheir.attitudes towards the

subject. Let us operationally define mastery learning

as a learning.sYsterkwhich ensures that 80 percent of

a class of students will achieve at least "B" level

work or better.



Development of Mastery Learniag

ESI
A..- .".;11. .

Carleton Washburne's Winnetka Plan and Henry Morrison!a

approach at the Laboratory School of the University of

Chicago 'applied the concept of mastery learning for the

first' time in a major way during the 1920's. These

program; were unique in that they defined-mastery

learning in terms of behavioral objectives that each

student was to attdifi. Washburne in 1922" tised cognitive

objectives, and Morrison in 1926 used cognitive, affective
-A

and psychomotor objectives. They divided subject matter

into well-defined learning units. The Winnetka Plan

designed skills in hieraychical fashion with the

simpler ones coming first and then building on these.

Student;lwere expected to master the skills of each

unit before allowed to go on to the next. At the

Completion of each unit.was an ungraded test which

was used to determine whether the student had mastered

the instruction and to provide diagnostic feedback on

the Student's.progress. Thus, the student was rewarded

with the knowledge that he had successfully mastered the

material he was learning, or he was given further

instruction* on the material he still was required to master.

Washbqrne's Winnetka Plan relied primarily on self-

instructional material. Morrison used tutoring,

revising instructional techniqucr" and helping the

sturifnit improve his study habits. In both programs,

primarily :.olf-;*ac,.A. Under %siat:hhurne, the

7
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student was allowed all the time he needed to progress

until he achieved. mastery. Under Morrison, the teacher

ways responsible for bringing most of the students to

mastery level.

Mastery learning faded into disuse until the 1960's

largely because the necessary technology was not there

to support such a strategy.5 It gained popularity.

because of the rise to prominence of programmed instruction.

B. F. Skinner's.article 'on "Teaching Machines," publis4d

in Scientific-American in November 1961, proposed three`;

principles which were. to serve la an adjunct to mastery

learning. The first was that the/learner must be involved

with what he is learning; according to Skinner, "There

is a constant exchange between program and student.".

The second principle was that a student will learn whatever

he. responds;` thus good instruction supposedly demands a

design that will ensure minimal error. The third was that

the student must be provided with "knowledge of results,"

which is especially important when he does make a' mistake.6

The kind of programmed instruction identified by Skinner

lost favor in the late 1960's for two reasons. First,

many student; did not profit by the tedious experience

offered by the smq11-step learning and blafld language of

the instruction. Second, the rise.of third generation

computer:: during the 19(0's gave programmed instruction the

necessary sophistication to be more flexible in assisting
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the instructional process.

A useful mastery Iearnin$ model was deieloped by

John B. Carroll in his "Model School Learning" in --

1963.7 Carroll looked at "apt ude" not as an index of

-'the level to which a student could learn but rather as
1

an index measuring; the amount of time it took a student

to learn a given amount of material (task) to a given

criterion level under perfect instructional conditions.

That is, if a student were allowed enough time to learn
V ,

a task, he could master it, orthe degree of learning

is a function of the time actually spent by the student

divided by the time he actually needed. Under this

model, the,student progressed from knowing nothing about

performing a task or understanding a concept to performing

it. The degree of learning under Carroll's model involved

the time the learner was allowed to learn the material

together with his "perseverance" in learning it; the

major constraints included his aptitude, the quality of

instruction and his ability to understand the instruction.8

It was Benjamin S. Bloom who provided an effective

working model of mastery learning. Bloom contended that

aptitude and achievement were indeed positively correlated

when the class was normally distributed in terms of

aptitude and wtmn the instruction was conventional;

however, if the students were normally distributed on

aptitude but each were given as much time n5 he needed to
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learn whatMay be regarded as the highest quality of

instruction, then the Maiming curve would be skewed

towards achievement.9

In his strategy for implementing these ideas, Bloom

accepted the. idea that the time allowed for learning.

mould be somewhat fixed. .151astery"was defined in terms

of the behavioral objectives each student was to
fr.

demonstrate at the subject's completiAn. The subject-matter.

was decomposed into small learning units which involved about,

two eek6 of instructions It was the instructor's

responsibility to teach each unit to the class and to

provide supplementary material for each student to ensure

that the instruction was of optimal quality. The design

of the.instructional content was meticulously worked out

so that each element -was taught in special sequence and

structure with provision for appropriate diagnostic

feedback to the student and to the instructor for a

formative evaluation. Every effort was made to have each

student actively involved in the learning process; and

a variety of learning, techniques were provided, including

small-group sessions, individualized tutoring, programmed

instructione.workbooks, audio-visual aids, game-playing

and retenching."

It should be noted that research on mastery learning

has shown that the quality of each studentqi instruction

In the key factor reflecting individual schievument,

e
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otherwise such initial.factorkds aptitude and previous

learning predetermine achievement."

Application of Mastery Learning

In a democratic society, one major goal of education

should be to ;remote the'development.of the indiViduali

yet education has .traditionally impeded the growth of

the individual by fostering a grading system which

regards only those students whose achievement places.

them in the upper third of their class. Under mastery

learninz, the goal is tolbring nearly all the students

in a class into the top Third category. This means'

that rilaqyai slow learnera must be given suitable

learning activities that will reduce the amount of time

they require to master a given topic. The key to this

is optimizing instruction so that each task involved in

learning a given topic is identified and ordered to

meet the needs and characteristics of each learner. Such

structuring of the tasks needed for mastery is dependent

upon the ability of the learner to understand the task

and the rrocedures he must follow to learn it.

To meet individual differences, the instructor should

develop a set of alternative instructionalmaterials which

apply various learning technique9/. 12 Small-group"

discw.31on sensions.are uzeful when they fo:-.Ler cooperation

rather than competition; tutorial assistance is very

li
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effective but expennive; Work oks and programmed texts

are especially useful to those students who require more

-drill anIpractice; audio-visua aids may. do a good job

of presenting the whole picture; alternative reading

materials m y be used to provide a variety of ways to

look at the same points. It is advisable that each

student have .some choice in deciding what /supplementary
,.. .

. 1

aids to instruction might best suit his njeds.

In order for milstery learning to workeleach student

must be assessed on his own perforMance, and this

assessment should be frequent and with the kind of

diagnostic feedback that will provi& the student with

prescriptive help to overcome his difficulties. Essentially,
,,.

1
.

these freqUent assessments are*
,

made on the basis of

formative tests whichare ungraded. Final, or summative

tests should be given ideally when the instructor and

student feel the student\is ready for such tests. The

instructor should\be constantly review g his instruction

and the supplementary materials he uses order to make

revisionn and possibly corrections. The results An the
a.

formative tests should provide a clue to which tasks

need modification in their presentation.

The ponIttve cu;r:omos of maateilf learning are heartening

both to t!.r ntuder.t.and to the Instructor. Not only does

clgnitive Lut Ltudent wotivation

and on ovrall f.1]Inr of boinrY, able to control

ic!. '15 wi'; nutc.)-cs tn

I
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enhance further learning. 13 .

PLATO: Description

a 1,

ti

PLATO, an acronym for "programmed logic for automatic

teaching operation," is the computer-assisted instructional

system developed'at the: University of Illinois in Urbana;14

it allows instructors to design individualized lessons

for their students.

The standard PLATO IV student terminal consists of a

TV-like screen which, displays the instructional 'material,

the student's responses, and PLATO's responses; a keyset

which similar to an ordinary typewriter but has extra

specidl-function keys and which allows the student to

enters responses, transmitting these to.the central computer

at the'Urbana campus; and a slide selector by-which the

computer can randomly access up to 256 color slides

in microfiche format.

PLATO is similar to other programmed-learning. materials

in that it allows each student to work at his own pace.

and in that it can give appropriate feedback based On

the student's performance. Here the similarity ends, for

PLATO is much more versatile; it can serve as text, test

and tutor. The student who demonstrates he needs minimal

instruction in olne area can be.directed to new and more

difficult material, while the studeawha needs more

assistance can be presented with as much detaile -help

and review as is deemed rwcesniry. Decaune PLATO follows
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the rules set forth by the instructor who designs and

programs the 'lesson, PLATO can be made to handle nearly

every kind of student response.

PLATO can keep very precise and objective records of

*all. 'student responses and make such data .or a summary of

such data available to the instructor. Because of its

computatiohal ability, PLATO can be made to give endless.

drills and practice according to the individual student's

performance. PLATO is also particularly useful for

handling tutorial material, game6 and simulations. _,

Because PLATO follows a highly flexible, yet relatively

easy authoring language, Some instructors are able to

.learn how to devise effectivelelsons, and these lessons are

easily edited. Instead of having to use punch cards

for programming, the author of a PLATO lesson types the

programming language into the computer's memory bank

through the same terminal that the student uses,
15

Mastery Learning on PLATO

PLATS provides instructors a package which applies the

various learning principles useful for achieving mastery,.

First, the student is actively involved in the learning

procesa.16 *Second, lessons produced on PLATO can inform

students of what is expected of them. Students know in

advance what performance level they need-to achieve fcVr

mastPry; they do not need to compete against.each other

4 ti
I r7
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todetermine their achievement level in terms of relative

ranking. Third and fourth, instruction is divided

into short units in which diagndstic practice exercises

are given to enhance repetitive learning and provide

appropriate immediate feedback which pinpoints student

errors. Fifth, on the tasisof a student's__performance,

he can be .given review or help or additional instruction.

Sixth, Learning with understanding not only/improves

retention but also better qualifies the learner to

advance to new learning. 17 In many cases, the student

can-decide if he wants help or. review. Seventh,

students can be given more or less time to finish a

lesson depending more on how much time an. individual
;

student needs than on the time needed by the entire

group.

Another factor in developing strategies for. malbUry

learning is that the instructor is expected to d6

formative and summative evaluations on his instruction. 1I

This aspect is enhanced by PLATO in that PLATO lessons

can be re-edited with relative ease. A survey conducted

by the CERL evaluation teem at the University 'of Illinois

in Urbana reported in January 1972 that students were

exprenr:in:; more favorablP attitudes by successive classes;

this turests that they were achieving higher scores on tests.18

Z;tudent.:' Evaluation of PLATO at a Community Collere

Maztery lenrninr on PLATO could have its rreatf:st impatt
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on those students who have had a long history of failure

ththe classroom. It is accepted that the above-average

lachievvrs who attend a major university such as the

University of Illinois should be able to adapt very

quickly to an innovative instructional tool such as

PLATO, but what aboutstudent acceptance pf PLATO in

the community colleges? Moreover, community college

faculty have been accused of being overly conservative

in their approach to instruction, while their students

have shown the greatest need for innovative approaches

to teaching and learning.

One community college, Kennedy-King College, has

been. having'some of its students use-the PLATO systems

since the fall of 1973. The .College enrolls over

10,000 students, most of whom liye,in the Englewood

area of Chicago, a poverty-stricken neighborhood on

Chicago's South Side. The central administration of

the 6.ty Colleges .of Chicago preipared selected character-

istics of Kennedy-King College. students for the fall !

semester 1973 and are presented:in part in Appendix A

(see pace 28).19

The composite Kennedy-King student is a black

female over 21 who ranked in the lower portion of 1

the second quarter of her high school graduating clasp.

.7,he live 3 four miles from the C011ege, majors in business

or n.lcinl service, Onns to attend a four-year

and In n thlt Parr n lu.;t over '4;7500 nmually.



Statistics do not necessarily present a complete

view of the average Kennedy-King student. The difficulties

-that beset inner-city residents, such as health problems,.

financial insecurity, inadequate housing and child care,

and emotional problems complicate the efforts of the,

students to succeed academically.20

Reading skills among Kennedy-King students range

from the second to.the twelfth grade-level. Many students

have difficulty in reading class assignments and in

understanding the academic language used by the faculty.

To help ascertain how well PLATO was Assisting
.students

with their classwork, a Students PLATO Evaluation survey

was conducted. A copy of this questionnaire is in Appendix B

(see page 31).21 4Lesponsibility for the distribution and

collection of the questionnaire was given to the eleven

instructors who hal been havirig-their.students use

PLATO during the spring semester 1974 for at least four

sessions. About 200 forms were distributed by the

PLATO coordinator among eleven instructors representing

six discipline3, .including biology, chemistry, mathematics,

English, GED and music. A total of 186 completed

questionnairel wer' returned.

:;electr data arc included in Appendix C (see page32).22

Hers nre sc.r:e of tho ir.portant data which demonstrate how

PLAT.) nfftctini7 rtudent attitudes towards
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1) 164. of 172 respOndents (95.3%) felt they "often"
oesometimes" had "fun" using PLATO.

54.7% responded "often."

40.7% responded "sometimes."

2) 165 of 173 respondents (95.4%) felt that PLATO
was "often" or "sometimes" "challenging."

63.6% responded often."

31.8% resil.onded "sometimes."

3) All 177 redpondents felt that "most" or "some
of the PLATO lessons they had used taught theem
what the lessons were trying to teach.

59.9% responded "most."

40.1% responded "some."

4) 162 of 185 respondents (87.60) felt that typing
answers had bothered them either "not at all" dr
"very little."

64.3% responded "not at all."

23.2% responded "very little. ".

10..8% responded "somewhat."

1.6% responded "quite a lot."

5) Perhaps. most impqrtant. 166 of 186 respondents
(89.2%) indicated they would "encgurage (their
friends to take a. course that uses-PLATO."

89.2% responded "yes."

2.7% responded "no."

8.1%. responded "uncertain."

Here are a few of the favorable comments taken from the

survey in response to the question, "What have you liked

most about PLATO?"

"The ability to htilp myself."

"It rives vou evurythinp you need to know about the
subjvct st-p by ;try."

rp1111, i';,A71 1:,t, br.cause it helped me to
unilor!.tord the. in clan:, better."

.0
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"I learn more on a one to one basis, and what I
do with PLATO is between it and myself."

"The way it explains the answer and helps you
whenever you get a wrong 'answer."

III. Procedures

Designing a Lesson Employing Mastery Learning Principles

This writer designed and program4ed for the PLATO

system a lesson on "Divisibility Rules ." This lesson

was designed to.apply mastery learning principles

by following a systematic approach to instruction as

outlined by Barton: Herrscher.23

The lesson contains a rationale.to introduce the

topic and explain its meaningfulness to. the student;

learning objectives to state what the expective outcomes

of student behavior are (specific objectives including

conditions and standards as well asactivities are given

during practice exercises rather than in a list to

make them more*nderstandable and. meaningful); a pretest,

to determine if\the student needs to complete the

instruction; learning; activities employing a variety of
1

techniques and strategies; and a nosttest to determine

to what extent the student has achieved the learning

objectives. If he does not demonstrate mastery, the

student is recycled through the system (see figure 1,

p.10.

The concPpt of revision Is a built-in feature.
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Records were kept on student performance to determine

how each student proceeded through the instruction and

how each performed. The lesson was deVelopmentally

tested.by several instructors .and students and

subsequently revised on the basis of suggestions and

performance data.

Fig. 1. A Learning System24

PRETEST

.1'
ACTIVITIES

Studetot----REVISIONou

POSTTEST

Lesson topis include separate sections ondetermining

whether numbers are divisible by 2, by 3, by 5, and by 10;

a test in which the student has to select one of these

nu'nb.rs or "n" for none of them to demonstrate that he

' ( )
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sis ton ""
can use any Of these rules; a section on applying the

rules for reducing fractions; and a final test in which

the student must determine all the special divii;is

"n" for none of these) that will

reduce a fraction.

There is also an optional series of topics that

can be used for enrichment or as part of the required

instruction. The.student can.learnthe diVisibility

rules for the numbers 4, 6 and 9; how to use the

Euclidian method for finding the largest number that

will reduce a fraction (greatest common divisor or GCD);

and a section in which the student can type his own

fraction, have it reduced 14uPLATO showing its GCD, and

have PLATO show the step-by-step procedure for arriving

at the GCD for his fraction.

This'lesson applies the mastery learning principles

outlined on pages 10 and 11. It can be accessed by

any PLATO terminal under the lesson code "divr."
o

flowchart of this lesson is on page 18. Sample frames

(pages) are offered .in Appendix D'(see page 36).

The lesson on "Divisibility Rules" was designed

specifically for adult learners with at least a sixth-

grade reading level. It could be used by college

students in need of remedial work with fractions and by

students preparing for the High school Equivalency

examination (GED) . GED studfmts are adults over 21 who
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sist tot 0001.

did not complete-high school. The instruction GED

students receive should follow proven learning principles

to foster success because these students usually perceive
,..N

PI

their time ba k in the classroom as a last-chance effort

to complete gh school by passing a difficult examination.

Developmental Testing of "Divisibility Rules"

In order to determine the effectiveness of the lesson

on "Divisibility Rules" before having the target group of.

. GED students use it, the lesson was critically evaluated

by two instructors, a staff assistant, a work-stildy

student, and several other students. The instructors. were

mathematics instructors, one also being a PLATO author.

It is important to thoroughly test a lesson for errors

in programthing, content and technique. Programming

errors can be frustrating to student users, and content

errors are inexcusable.

The staff assistant and the work-study student were

.given a checklist on evaluating a PLATO lesson that was

developed by this writer (see Appendix E,..page40).

Revisions of the lesson were made on the basis of

suggestions from the instructors, the evaluation checklists

that were submitted, and from observing a class of first-

semester mathematics students proceed through the lesson.

Snme of the more important suggestions for revirdim and

sub:mquent changPs include the following:

0
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1) The language used in portions of the lesson needed
more clarity.

2) The table of contents needed to give the student
more direction,: important-topics were then artanged
separate from optional topics,and the student
received a message on PLATO that he should complete
each topic in the order it was listed. Students
who had been selecting topics at random had problems
when they took the test; in many cases they were
skipping topics and trying to take the test.

3) The student needed more time to complete each item
on the practice exercises and tests (the student
had been given too few seconds to complete each
item): timed exercises were kept'but lengthened
to ensure that the stunt could apply the
divisibility rules quickly and not attempt to
solve each problem long-hand.

4) The number of items the student needed to answer
correctly in each. section to show mastery was
reduced to provide enough time for a student to
complete the lesson within one regular class period.
Mastery level on the final examination was set
at an achievement score of 10 correct while not
missing more than 3 problems; as soon as a.student
missed 4 problems, he would be taken to the
instruction..

5) Short-answer and multiple-choice questions in
sections covering divisibility rules for certain
numbers (2, 3, 5 and 10) were made more understandable
by eliminating a format which..included incorrect
itefls together with correct ones.

Administration of the Lesson to GED Students

This writer discussed with a GED mathematics instructor

having several students use a class period to interact

With a PLATO lesson on "Divisibility Rules.".

Since the students had not used PLATO before, it was

:decided that they he given a short demonstration of PLATO

Just before interactinr with the lesson.

The le:.son was to ht evalultrd on the bash; of student
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performance on the pretest and posttest and on, the baisis

of the students' attitudes towards PLATO and the lessOn

.(see Appendix F, page 43).

IV. Results

The achievement scores of the fourteen students who

participated in this experiment of designing a lesson

to teach for mastery learning is listed below:

Fig. 3. Results of GED Students on a PLATO:LesgO:s Tests
(November 1974)

Student Pretest Score
Rirht WronrL %

A 0 4 0

2 4 33.33

C ' 7 4 63.64
4 4. --.50.00

E 2 4 33.33
F 0 4 0
G 7 4 63.64
H 3 4 42.86

I 2 4 33.33
J 1 4 20.00

Posttest Score
Right Wronp %

7 4 63.64 1.7

10 0 100.00 +8

10 0 100.00 +3
10 3 76.92 +6

10 1 90.91 .8
3 4 .42.86. +3

10 0 100.00 +3

9 -4 69.23 .6

5 4 55.55 +3 .

Gain/loss Score

1 4 20.00 These students did not have
L 0 4 0 enourh time to complete

the
M 2 4 0

0 4 0

posttest.

The hyr.ithosin that a computer-based instruction lesson
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designed to apply mastery learning principles will enhance

student achievement is not supported by these results

primarily because not everyone was able to complete the

lesson. Scheduling conflicts and absenteleprevented
.

these students from finidfiing. Also, these:students

had never'.used PLATO before and understandably dad

difficultropeirting the. machine. This lesson needs

to be readminittered.

Only five of nine students who took both the. pretest

and posttest showed ma4tery 06.92% or better'scoret).
%

It should be noted thaV4Cores for all students would

have been higher had some credit been given for partially
4.91-

correct answers. Mastery could also have been ensured

by compelling students to provide only one divisor

that would evenly divide the numerator and denominator

of each fraction presented; instead, thee students were

required to name all of the most frequently used divisors

(2, 3, 5 and 10 or none of these) in less than thirty

seconds for each fraction.

The hypothesis that a computer-based instruction lesson

designed to apply mastery learning principles will foster

positive student attitudes towards learning was demonstrated

by the results on the survey of student attitudes (see

Appendix Fe pnre 6$). In spite Of the difficulties these

students had in op.rnting PLATO for the first time, they

were very fnvorably impresz,ed by PLATO and the lessoh.,

.1;
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On the question "Did you enjoy PLATO," 13 of 14

students checked the 'statement that it was "one of the

most enjoyable educational experiences I have had;" one

student checked the statement that it was "quite

enjoyable."

Eight students checked that the "PLATO presentation

seems most effective"-for the material they saw when

co ared to other possible presentations. The other six

responses Deemed to indicate that the students did not

understand the question. One student in listing other

appropriate media gave "PLATO"! The other five students

failed to list any medium.

On "what did you like least about the/lessonlithe

only. comment was "not enough time." (Three responses.)

On "what did you like most about the lesson," the

responses were tabulated as follows:

Fun 3
Helps understand topic 3
Intqresting 2
Positive feedback 1

Working at own pace 1

Diagnostic feedback 2

Here are some of their comments:

"It wls so entertaining; and very exciting. It given
you the feelinr of wanting to learn."

"It hrlDed me rort of to comprehend more than what
I knew about fraction!;."

"I likrid all of it."

"I t':Ink it in the mo:t intere:A (sic) subject that
I cv,y (nic) clmo aco:.n."

f
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"It makes learning fun."

"What I liked most is*when you have something wrong
it tells you."

V. RPcOrmendations

The results of this practicum indicate that the

computer-based instruction lesson on "Divisibility

Rules" needs to be given to a group of MID students

who have used PLATO at least one time prior to the

experiment. Although there would probably be more

difficulty determining whether the students were

evaluating the mediuM rather than the message, from

a practical perspective they would not be encumbered

by difficulties in operating the machine. Even though

such difficulties were not specifically reported by the-

students in their evaluation of the lesson, this

writer observed these difficulties and how the students

were handicapped in trying to take a test on which

each problem was timed. It is sigrificant that although

the goal of having at least 80% of the students achieve

mastery was not reached, this did not affect the very

positive attituden these students had for their

exporienk-e. It in expected that the next experiment

(Ftwunry 1975) will nubstnntiate both hypotheses

r 1:itery lo;trninr; tho rnults will hr forwarded

to Nnvl Univrr:Aty.

ti
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If the results of the next test-run prove successful,

the systematic lesson design used for this practicum

will be recommended as a basic lesson .format for other

computer-based instruction authors.
0

This practicum has demonstrated the importance of

thorough developmental testing in revising and refining

an individualized learning module. It will be

recommended that instructors at Kennedy-King College

who are reviewing lessons designed for their students

use a lesson evaluation checklist such as the one used

in this practicum; their responses will 'help determine

and correct lesson mistakes and inadequacies. Also, the

lesson on "Divisibility Rules" should have been tested

by a group of GED students before the experiment was

conducted; unfortunatelyetime and other practical

concerns precluded this.

An unanticipated question brought out by this practicum

involves the pattern by which disadvantaged students

learn best. Would these students have shown better

achievent scores had they been directed throuthout

the instruction without being able to select topics?

Some of the L;tudntn in the experiment were observed

vnrioun topics or not ccr:pleting ttic'm in the

sequnce surre:Acid. Even so, a democratic rocicty

th at. people learn to make intellicent

And dyrtrionn. Perhaps we need to :.pond more
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time working with objectives such as this one on

teaching our students how to make intelligent choices.

This is at least as important as content skills such

as learning to apply divisibility rules.

It will also be recommended that an experiment be

conducted to compare the achievement results of

students who use a PLATO lesson which applies mastery

learning techniques (perhaps this lesson on "Divisibility

Rules"). with the results demonstrated by students who

receive conventional instruction. This will probably

be this writer's practicilm for the Nova University

module on Applied Educational Research and Evaluation.
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Amendix A

BEST COPY

.BEST COPY AVAILABLE

selected Chpracteristics KennecitiTintepl.leit..Stulents 1073

% of students

17. 3.5;.;

18 1/1.3

19 10.6

20 R.n

% of students

Male 45.8%

111. i 411dIEN IllIna

Age

% of studPnts

P2-25... ....... .

......... .16.2

31-4n

Over 40 7.0

on.. din. Mad.. oNmo n

Sex

awe

% Qf studehts

Female ........ .64.2%

Legal Residence

% of stltdents

Chicago 99.4%

OUtside Iitinoi .4

Inside Illinoi , outside Chicago .2

Distance from College

From rrsidence to college % of students

Less than one mile 9.9%

1-2 milr", 1S.0
2-3 milf..; 17.9

3-5 mtlw; 21.0

5-7 milp, 111.1

7-1n m;is--

-r rnr- 9.5
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Relocted Chanacteriotles nf 15lnneff&Ainv CollegfStudants 1973

111.1k

Ethnic Background

..o.loommodoomeol000m-Toom.........moommoo...

% of students

Blatk OOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOO 97. 5%

American Indien 410411000000.0 .4

Oriental Ame rican OOOOO ......, OOOOO o OOOOO sloe .1.

Mexican American .3
Spanish surname OOOOO . OOOOOOOOOOO OOOOO .2

White. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOO 0000041000004,041 .7

Other. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO .9

.IIII111 ..1111111/11111

Rank in High School GraduRtingClass

Percentile

Tnp quarter 18.5%

2"d qt "ter 37.7

3rd quarter. 24.6

Lowest quarter 2.8

GED Certificate 8.1

Non-grartuatPs A.3

Areas of Educational Interest

of students

BusinPrs 28.2

.CrePtivc, cultural & 'performing arts 6.3

Ensinoe,-ing 11.0

General stulier, 4.0

Herath 14.0

Liberll 9.2

irman 1U.2

0,2

a. wt. . ... 1+. Gr. . . . 111 mr. . wow.
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Aelfcyd_.Ci a rartteri.sti el: of Kennedx-K in& .Collsze Iktud s 1922

3046

BEST co AVAILABLE

e=1 - ow. ow ono am... diw ..1=111 el ola . SO w 60111w.-

Future Plans

% of students

Transfer to fnur-venr college ................67.4%

ETpl ovment OOOOOOOOO . OOOOO , OOO . OOO ,...........19.1

Neither or dos not apply OOOOOOOOOO ....13.5.

WNW 111 1 6.1 I - 11111

Annual Feritly Income

% of students

Undeir 33,nn0 nor OOOOO .16.9%

Q3,n1.1 to 5,999 OOOO OOOOOOOOO . ........... .21.2

'6,000 to 7,09 10.8

to q,00q 10.0
$c),Oin +o 11,999 OOOOO .......... OOOOOOOOOOOOO .12.8

Al2,000 or over...... 7.0

Do not know or confidential............. OOOOO 21.3
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Date

Course Title

Instructor

/-
STUMM' PLATO EVALVATIO3

College

-31.

Course Number

Please answer the following questions about your experiences with and your
opinions of the PLAT...) system and the lessons which you have seen. Your responses
will provide val6ablu intoratiun for evaluating and improving PLATO....

1.. How many hours have you used PLATO di class time?

2. How many hourd have you used PLATO outside of class?

3. After your first seslion, how were you helped while You used PLATO?
Check the apptopriztbox in each row.

I received heln !regrmy instructor
I received fro.n othr st4,:ents
I reeeived hel other
I uerked on v without

Often SoMetimes Never

4. Indicate the feelingsyou have had while using PLATO.
Check the appropriate box ineach row.

Often Sometices Never
Pun
Frustrated

-.....

Challm-cd 1.... -

Annoyed ..

r
.1

.EonfuseN
Proud of myself ,

-- -

Bored

IRelaxed

S. Indtc.ite your feelings towards the PLATO lessons you have used.
Check the appropriate box in each row.

Most Some None
The lessons were easy to eet throuPh
Ilearned wci.it the le,.gon tried to teach

6. Uow often has PLATO worked .whn you have attempted to use it?

Always(100Z) Often(75:) Half the time(50Z) Seldom(25Z) Never(02)1
7. Durin; haw many sessions have the mechanical interruptions made you want

to'stop using PLATO?

A1ways(10T1 Often(75) Half the time(50Z) Seldom(25%) Never(0Z)

8. if." 1.1pOinr. yo4r ancwors on PLATO bothe.ted you?

Not at all Very little Sumvwhit Quite a lot Always

9. Wwil,.! ;Olt vneour.:r., yuur ft;ends to take a course that uses PLATO?

Yes Unce rt a in-
10. whit 111:c 1111 d Ita PLATO? (You clay o the other side.)

I i is t t i: s;.* . ly 1. i

It
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illpneAix C.... .. .

Selee.tni rata f-ep the Students PLATO Evaluation., May 1974
.4No GYM . .ND Mow _Students

oe . O osne. ....ION.. ME. i
Ma e I1 /.410111111 41111%1M11 elloo

IptLn.e. Items o "d Alternatives Freo. Percent
. _ ................ . . . r. IN. p ee

1

4* Indicate the i l'epging.a-imu have.
had while usitg PLATO ...

Fun
Often 0000000 . . .. g4
Sometimes .-.. . 70

. o oo 8
No response 14

Frustrated :
.

Often.. .......... ..............15
Sometimes............ ..... .....1n2
Never. ...... ..... ............ 47
No response... ......... ....... 22

Challerred
Oft^n...... ..... ..i 110
SOmetteS 55
Never. ........ . ..... 8

. No response. ............ 13

Annoyed
Often........... ..... 7
Sometimes ......... ...... 67
Never 89
No response ...... ............ 23

Confused
Often... ........... ........... 10
Sometimes. ........ ............115
Never 42
No response ......... .......... 19

.50.54%**
37.63
5.38
7.53

8.06
54.84
25.27
11.83!

59.14

4.30
6.99

3.76
36.02
47.85
12.37

5.39
61.83
22.58
10.22

Prowl of ysr.lf
Often . 72 39.71

48.9
g= trIPs

91 2
7 3.76

No rec.sn'Lle. 16

P oro d

8.6n

Oft.rn is 2.15
So 1.7-raP v's VI 66
Never 1P3 66.13
NA rvnnonrc 2ri 15.0;7)111 ,IMPO

lt,71 ni:;1-.Ar on uni%stA,,,i'lain,

kis Mese ' - '' I r' 1-(. t,0 -11
. . . :c ( 1!. ) r rvi

r Or 1.0,e) rf.-*. :10-7. to tho

s
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iSelarlteo flit From the Stildentel PLATO Evaluation May 1974
..11 .1MONIN I WIXOM* 0 .1

4 (cont.5

5

6

7

Items and Alternative= Freo. Percent

Indicate the feelings you have
had while using PLATO

Relaxed
Often ....... Al
Sometimes 77
Waver lc
No respo 13

The PLATO lecsors were easy to
get through

Mnst. 64
Soma 104
Nine.. 8
No ropponqp i eln

43.55
41.40
8.06
6.99

34.41
55.9
4.30
5.3P

I learned what the PLATO lessons
tried to teach

Mnst 1n6 56.99
. Sono 71 39.17

Nmpe. 0 0
No response 9 4.84

How often has PT ATO wnrkPd when
you have attempted to use it?

AIwnvsa1100::) 66
Often (75%) 90
Half the time (511%) 22
Spldom (25,4 5
Never. (0;;) 1
No response 2

Have meehrnirel interruntions
mmee You wpnt to stem using
PLATO?

Always (1nr.;:) 1
Often (75 16
Hqlf the tir"n (5n.;) P5
Seld-m 65
Nevpr (ru) 7A

3nivnfln-P

35.48
48.39
11.83
2.69
0.54
1.08

0.54
S.60
13.44
34.05
AN P(1

1.61
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Appendix C
41EST COPY AVAILABLE

lelef.tod Dite\fon the Stmionts PtATO Fvalultion Hey 1974
.11 4111 411. 4111111111. INIMNIMI11=. ft

0

Item P.? XP"R RIII-A.ItfrIntivPs Freq. Percent

.

HAS typing your answers bothered
you?

Not at n11,4 OOOOO
Very litt e OOOOO OOOOO 43
Somewhat 20
Quite a lot 3
Alw8vs..... OOOOOOO O 0
No responne OOOOOO 1

9 Would you encouraffe friends to take
a course that uses PLATO?

Yes.. 166
Ne = 5
Ureertein. OOOOO 15
No response - OOOOO OOOOOO . G. ' 0

10 Wet Ieve you liked least about'
PLATO?

63.9g
23.12
10.75
1.61
0
0.54

89.25
2.69
8.06
0

Notilinf I liken it 42 . - . 22.58
Not ennuffh time or oppnrimnity to use it 16 8.6n.

.:.

Not mough tern -finals 4 2.15
Mechnniefti difficulties, internintions 15 8.06
Pushing HELP does not always get help 12 6.45
Waiting 1 0.54
Terminology: hnvinr to tine exact wordina 2 1.08 -
Not knowing how to correct nn error OOOOO 5 2.69
Ouestton raised, can't rnt beck to sect 4 2.15
Not enour-h courson 1 n.54
Lack of information on some topics OOOOO 4 2.15
Coloriwr, hurts eyes 5 2.69
Hnving to type.. 2 1.08
Newnesr 2 1.08
linrinc-. 1 . 0.54 '
1)o not know yit 1 0.54
nth.r 16 s.6n
P1./"1) tprnr-vid to a07-0t mtstau,,q 1 0.54
Nn re..,nnneet, 52 27.96
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Asmenr41,c C

BEST 03PY AVAILABLE

S140e!trA nAtA from thn StiMents bLATO Fvnlointinn Mgt 4074
I.mdIMMwlliOMMDMWIWOMMINOMM00Im.4M.MM. 0,
It P" rn. itar,c prwl 4.14.pr.iltives3

0111 40. on
FrPo. Porcent

11 .'hat hmre you live(' owlst about'
PLATO?

Gm's:ill:tolls en--ent
I,.nrn --.6re/fnrtPr: botter unflorstnndirl
Nov-rw,?s; n r!hAn7p............,
A chnllnnen
litiln°.0. in ^Icroh4nirff, rewiewinr.. ......
Wor'e et own snond; help. self .t..........
RApia
Renttitieus; lotion/. 4....
Aveilnble fe.nrIbnck; tvTI.' of responses
Orde.r1v; rtf.-1 by nten

__Pictuns arl illuntrnti nR
TyPrin',, irstPril of writinm. .........
F...v,h4nr................ ... . .... ........ .
(Nn-nin7 e pnrti.cUlar lesion) '

rot,:ln^ (evenolsint)
Other
No rerpnrse

17
23
4
15
13
20
4
5
9
4
1

2
5
3
1

18
112

MD

13.14%
2.15
8.06
6.99
10.75
2.15
2.69.'
4,R4
2.15

.7:74
2.69
1.61
0.54

2312
00100 ems. 4WD

0

ittelsbx
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Sample Frames from the PLATO Lesson on "Divisibility Rules"

(from the introduction/rationale).

Ni.A0 Z11 a

.When you complete this lesson on Divisibility

Rules, you will be able to recocniiekt a glance whether

or not a number is divisible by the host frequent

divisors: 2, 3, 5 and 10.

The term DIVISIBLE rowans that a /limber can be

diVided without leaving a remainder. For example,

8 is divisible by 2 since 8 4. 2 u 4:\on the other hand,

.
.

9 is not divisible by 2 since 9 + 2 = 4 with a remainder

of 1.

If you.are interested, you can learn the divisibilty

rules for 4, 6 and 9; and you also can learn how to

determine the greptest comMon divisor of the numerator

and the denominator of any fraction.

When-you.complete this lesson you will be able to

reduce most fractions to their lowest terms with

more confidence and less gdesswork.

Decide what you want to do:

Press 1 to select a topic to study.

Prens 2, to take a short quiz to see if you need to

study this lesson (Do this only if your

instructor writs you to).

0
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Ao nendix D: nlmnle Frames BEST COPY AVAILABLE

(from instruction given in one of the topics)

A number is divisible by 3 if the sum of its digits

can be divided evenly by 3. For example, the sum of

the digits in 231 is 6 (2 3 1 es 6); since 3 diyides

6 evenly (no remainder), the number 231 is divisible by 3.

What is the sum of the digits ira the number 834?

15 ok

Can this number (15) be evenly divided by 3?

:! yes ok

So the original number (834) is divisible by 3.

Type the letter by the number which is divisible by 3.

a. 731

b. 259

c. 941

d. 714

e. 202

5 a

Oi.71t.1 in ttv. you chone do not add up to

a numr thlt 3 can vvenly divide:, no your number is not

t-v 3.

) d
tIP ".1 .,1 . i t y -(
... " I.- J s'
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harndix D: Snmple Frames

(from a practice exercise)

Practice Exeritise 2

The following number may or may not be divisible by
3. It may be divisible by other numbers, too, but you

only need to decide if it is divisible by 3.

Type 'y' if divisible by 3.

Type 'n' if not divisible by 3.

NUMBER: 1446 (randomly generated by PLATO)

> y (student response)

PLATO agrees, Karen. (PLATO'S response to student)

liumber correct: 6 Number wrong: 1

Let's consider you an expert if you can get at least
6 correct. You will be given review should you miss 3.

(!:t.rint told when zt..irting this frame that "you have
abolit 15 :.occn1:. to ccmpletv each problem. Press -NEXT-
wh,sn .r.,u are ruady to start.")

cm:-wrf1 'n' to the problm listed
, wi:;..! have rc-iiVcd rrrivq.,;,2 thnt the

ty 3, r,iLco U.,. sum of the dirits

t)' ..Lic-h 3 C' .n
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Practice Exercise 6 and Final Wiz

Type ALL the numbers (2, 3, 5 and 10) that will

divide evenly both numbers of the fraction shown below.

Press 'n' if both numbers are not divisible by either

2, 3, 5 or 10.

ORIGINAL FRACTiON:
5

(randomly selected by
-PLATO from a predetermined
list)

Sorry, your time is up. It is divisible by: 2, 3.

Number correct: 0 Number wrong:.1

Let's consider you an expert if you can get at least

10 correct. You will be given review should you miss 4.

(Student told when starting this frame that "you have

about 25 seconds to complete each problem. Press -NEXT-

when you are ready to start.")

.01 .0
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Appentir E: PLATO limson Evaluation IV

PLATO.Lessrp EvaluatiTI: Checklist for Users

Lesson title or description
DaXe reviewed IMIN

ROViewir
.

/
Fonrtlen ke.4. instrucT.or)

/ De.:part.t,ent rod Institution

Your review of this 3onicon will be helpful in providing
feedt27.% on the ^uality of tie lesson to the author for

revisicn.

ANALYSTS OF LESS';14 CONTENT0WMNP. ..=1*. 1
Piecing! elobte on rny problems you find in order that

necesc:ry oh:Inc:es in the lesson can be made.

1. Are thore any typographical errors in the le son?

2. Arc there any subject-mtter errors in the lsson?

3. Are the directions cleyr?

4. Are all reason%ble answers to questions accepted?

5. Is It clear what the stuient should learn?

6. Is th6 reading level offered by the lesson appropriate to
the level revired by the students for whom it is intended?

7. Days the lesson explain or demonstrate it relevancy or

usvfviness?

R. .the ntulent eer'n^liel to be actively d in the

lessnn? ;Iv. compallel to "re:;lond frequently

thr61:7.hom lel..1.0n, or is he prir.arily involvcd by

9, Check nc tecL:iicue! v!'d by thr' le:pson to help the student

learn:
:t.

dr.:! and t:r.

v. !..i:-111ALIco:

gamp.:;
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10. Chec% the 1:1nls or rtnnznnes mquired b./ the student:

a. Tr-Jc-falze or ycs-no
b. Multip141 matching
c. Ccnstruct,A:rt4sr:r.re
d. Multistep resp:::zvz as in simul. Lion, building, on

preview; stens
e. Other (specify:

11. How is imrediate feedback 12::ed end in !vneral what is
its quslity? (e.r., is the student aware of his progress?
Is positivu reinforce r.mt provided? How is the student
helped when he cakes an inscrroct response?)

12. In your estination, can the student complete the lesson
without learnin6 the material?

13. Is the lesson self-contained? (e.g., is on instructor's
presence or additien7.3 info rwation essential to the
lesson's effectivenPny?)

14. What do you think about the lesson an a whole? Is it
ccenplete, well presented and polished?

STI NT (TNVFNIENCR LESSCN
FMet.
TLM;

AWE WED of.

1. there zn easily accessible table of contents?
(T &s will help the student review portions of the lesson.)

2. Are there sccueacing problems that would prevent a student
from contim :in or completing the lesson? If so, where?

3. Estirnte the time it would taRe for a student to
complctc the lexicon.

STUDENTMftmillmimpMEISMOm0.....0.11

1. LAI.1 thu lessn h:Ne 1 pre tent and a posttest?

2. If a po!tt.r.r.t, doe:: it 'r r vhother or not
flu! :.3:;tored vhnt the lcznon was supposed
to tv,:c1. h].17

3. 7:1 4,1.4 !."::111:tirn c% thr? pvrfornance easily
iy 1;.c. J:.:.:ractor?
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1. Do you believe this le ::ion will be mottvatina to the
stu4ent it is dczl:r.cd to zf%rve?

2. Chec% hlw the lesson miteht be appropriate for a course
you tcnch?

a. It serves as a portion of %hnt I teach
b. It is vpprooriate for remedtation
c. It ts %ppvglricite for enrichment
d. Other cwrorriato use:
c. it is inappropriLte besau4c.

3. On the whole, how would you rate the lesson:

a. Excellent
NNW.

b. Goad
c. Fair
d. Poor

4. .Do you plcn to use thin lesson? Check one:

n. Ycs, withnut.recerwitisn
b. Yes, p-:rtions of the les:Jon
c. Yes, if the.les:.on is revised
Go il7sueCC!!1!COb. 0.=1 .411111111

5. Wvald you recov=end this 'lesson to fellow instructors or
to students?

6. Is there a teachers p,uide available for this lesson?
Check all that apply:

a. Yes
b. There fs some infornation for the instructor provided

on PLAiO (-TIIIM"instruct" may provide this)

c. No, an: ruide would be useful
d. No, and a guide would not be necessary
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PLATO Evaluation

Your fiizt impressions of PLATO (though based on
brief experience) can provide valuable information
for improvement of teaching material and the PLATO
system. The time you spend in answering the following
questIons will be greatly appreciated.

1. Did you enjoy PLATO? (check one)

one of the most enjoyable educational experiences
I have had

quite enjoyable

neutral (so what?)

a rather negative experience

one of the least enjoyable educational experiences
I have ha--

2. Do you think the material you saw could have been
taught as rapidly or completely if it had been presented
by a more usual educational medium (such as lecture
or textbook)?

No-, PLATO presentation seems most effective

Yes, presentation would have been equally effective
by (list other media)

Yes, presentation would have been more effective
by (list other media)

3. what did you like least about the lesson?

4. Whlt did you like mr)rt about the lesson?

4"Ii
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FOOTNOTES

1
Percival M. Symonds, What Education Has

from psyrholofy, 3rd. ed. ("-'7:.ewloWTlaiinircir--BIT
tiona, .c1c.3en3 College, Columbia University,

2
James H. block, "Introduction to Mastery Learning:

Theory and Practice," Chapt. 1, Maste Learnin : Theor
ani Jae a. Llock., ed. New °rex: holt,
kinehart an.i Winston, Inc., 1971), pp. 2-3.

3The term "mastery learning" was coined by Benjamin
S. Bloom in 1968.

4
PLATO stands for Programmed Logic for Automatic

Teaching Operation and is the computer-based instructional
system developed by the Computer-based Education Research
Laboratory (CERL) at the University of Illinois in Urbana.

,.5Javes H. Block, ;anterY Lcarninre pp. 3-4.

.
6
Susan Meyer Markle, "Tho Basic Programming Principles,"

Chapt. 1, Good Frames and Pne., 2nd. ed. (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 150), pp. 2-25.

7John B. Carroll, "A Model of.School Learning,"
Teachers collere Record, vol. 64, 1963, pp. 723-733;
"quote in James H. biock's Mastery LearninE: Theory and
Practice, p. 5.

8James H. Block, XastervjearnirtE, pp. 5-6.

9
Ibid., pp. 6-7.

to L;n
Pu ca
1964), p. 1.

10
Ibid., pp. 7-5.

11
Ibid., p. 11.

12
Ja;;.e3 H. blocs :, "Teachem, Teaching, and Mastery

Learnin.7. Fduention, Nov.-Dec. 1973, pp. 31-33.

131-W,:m!n S. floom, "Mlntery Lenrninr," Chapt. 4,
7.!21( a" '?..tr't James H. Plonk,

r.t1.17171Y1.77a-Wriciton, inc., 1971).
pp. 147-!:.

14
t;:k: 2,-n d.w,lr-r.d tho direction of

: c. !!... :'liv..ity of Illinois
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15(Errol Magidson), "Description of PLATO,"
PLATO Pro4eet--An Overviewl unpublished manuscript,
April

16Ernest R. hilrart and Cordon.H. Bower, "Learning
and the Technoloy of instruction," Chapt. 16, Theories
of Leading, 3rd ed. (New York: Appleton-Century:17YrEi,
1960-;-00;541-584,

17
Ibid., p. 563.

18"Student Attitudes toward PLATO, Survey Results,"
CERL Evaluation Report (Urbana: University of Illinois,
January 23, 1972).

19"Selected Characteristics of CCC Students,
(Chicago: City Colleges of. Chicago, fall 1973).

20CArolyn J. Smith, "The PLATO IV Project, Learning
Theory and Inner-city Community College Instruction,"
unpublished manuscript presented to University of Chicago,
winter quarter 1973, p 15..

21 (Errol Magidson and William Mahler), Students
PLATO Eviluation, questionnaire, June 1974, p.

22Tabulations of the data were made by the PLATO
Coordinator and the Educational Testing Service.

23(Barton R. Herrscher), Im lementin Self-Paced
Self-Directed Learning, unpubl s e manuocrip c.
pp. 1 - 27.

24Ibid., p. 10.
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